WikiAfrica Cinema

WikiAfrica Cinema invites you to share your knowledge on Wikipedia. WikiAfrica Cinema brings African Cinema on Wikipedia, thus giving international visibility to African films, festivals, actors and producers. Copy left is the most powerful distribution system. WikiAfrica Cinema addresses in particular students, experts and cultural institutions, who can produce articles, and upload images and videos on African cinema.

Afriradio – the first Italian online radio dedicated to the African continent – and the Verona African Film Festival support WikiAfrica Cinema.
Afriradio has been participating to WikiAfrica, by recording and advertising its events. The Verona African Festival has started to upload its film archives on Wikipedia and initiated a new film section on WikiAfrica, in collaboration with the editorial staff of Nigrizia Multimedia.

Afriradio and the Verona Festival participated during Fespaco 2009 - the most prominent international event for African cinema – presenting the project, recording interviews and encouraging the festival guests' participation.
The documentary "Come un uomo sulla terra" (Like a man on earth), directed by Andrea Segre, Dagmawi Yimer and Riccardo Biadene, was presented at Fespaco. The movie was produced in Italy by the Asinitas school in Rome in collaboration with the journalist Gabriele del Grande and with the support of lettera27.

The Festival Cinema Africano, Asia e America Latina (Milan, Italy), now at its 19th edition also supports WikiAfrica Cinema.
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